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VibeTech’s lining department is here
to reline or fully refurbish your worn
out finishing equipment. A “reline”
in our industry refers to the removal
of the worn out polyurethane lining
in your current finishing machine,
inspection / repair of structure, and
then replacement of the lining with
brand new poly-urethane material.
VibeTech offers a full reline service
on most makes and models of mass
finishing equipment. With hundreds
of molds at our disposal we can offer
quick turnaround times to minimize
your production down time. Included
with the reline we offer replacement
or repair of gate assemblies, unload
doors, drain assemblies, and painting
of equipment.
With our extensive experience on almost
every make and model, we inspect the
weldment for any stress failures and
can repair as needed or advise on the
best course of action moving forward.

With two primary poly-urethane
choices in inventory we can suit your
process precisely. Our best-selling
material is TU-79MF (79-Durometer
Shore A), which is the most proven
material in our industry. Due to its
high cost most of our competition has
turned to cheaper alternatives, which
unfortunately decreases the life-span
of their relines.
Our toughest material is our
95-Durometer (Shore A) premium hot
pour polyurethane material. It offers the
highest cut-resistance available in our
industry. Ideal for tough applications
such as; part on part, sharp or heavy
parts, or fast cutting media.
For special applications we have
many other types of materials that we
offer, such as: food grade materials,
materials that handle solvents, high
temperature
resistant
materials,
or soft materials for gasket or seal
applications.

Lastly, our reline department also
handles patch kits (that can help you
get a little more life out of your current
machine), screen decks (coated woven
wire, urethane cast, machined plastic),
and on-site urethane patch repairs.
Contact us today to discuss how we
can help with your production needs.
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